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GREEN SPEED

SPEED KILLS
Written by James Graham Prusa

“In skating over thin ice our safety is in our speed.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Essay on Prudence, 1803-1882, Great American Poet

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQUZq7Dm6YE#t=333

The concept of kinematics, the use of stimpmeters and how they impact and regulate green speed are discussed.

One of my favorite writers and poets of the 19th Century, Ralph Waldo Emerson, wrote a highly
regarded essay on the virtue of prudence. Like the ancient sages of Asia, Emerson advises us
in his essays on the practical applications of wisdom and acknowledges that at times there are
advantages to having “speed.” However, I think that if Emerson were alive today and in the golf
business he would wisely advise that, when it comes to the safety of managing golf greens, we
should ‘keep off of dangerous thin ice with our golf greens by keeping the speed under control.’
ASIAN CLUB BUSINESS

Golfers around the world commonly use the phrase ‘green
speed’ in our sport. Let us first, and importantly, recognize that
the speed at which a ball rolls on a golf putting green does not
really change – within the laws of physics, speed has little to
do with that little ball rolling from putter to hole. Green speed
is a complete misnomer.

It takes very little skill to make greens fast. Just scalp the
putting green grass down and dry things out. Of course, in
doing so you are likely to cause serious and irreparable harm
to your golf course and business. And even if you don’t suffer
immediate harm with high green speeds you will be adding
stress to turf and increasing the risk of severe damage.

The average ‘ball roll distance’ at a set initial velocity over a
level putting surface is more the precise description that we
are all referring to in our golf conversations. For common
understanding, the phrase green speed will be used in this
writing – even though it perpetuates misuse of the English
language. So how do we actually measure green speed
objectively?

Getting greens to roll 3.0 – 3.4+ meters on the Stimpmeter for
brief special events such as amateur and tour championships
can be done safely with proper preparations. However,
keeping greens at 3.0+ over an extended period is difficult
and even dangerous at times – this is especially true during
summer high-stress conditions, when doing so greatly
increases risks of catastrophic failures of greens.I recall, not
long after the Stimpmeter was widely released by the USGA
in the late 1970s, that clubs and many fine courses around
Chicago, USA fell into a competition over who had the fastest
greens. With pressure from Green Chairmen each armed with
a Stimpmeter, superintendents began pushing green speed on
their courses into the danger zone.

In order to precisely measure ball roll distance, a patented
wooden device was invented for this purpose by Edward
S. Stimpson, Sr. way back in 1935. The original instrument
hasn’t changed much in the nearly 80 years since its inception
and we all are familiar with today’s metal version of the
StimpmeterTM.
It wasn’t until the late 1970s that this device became
commonplace when the United States Golf Association
(USGA) made it available to member clubs and golf course
superintendents after doing studies to establish reasonable
standards for green speed. I was provided my first Stimpmeter
in 1977 and still use it today.
However, while the Stimpmeter was originally intended for
golf course superintendents and clubs to be used to prevent
unfair, inconsistent and excessively fast greens, its use today
has had almost the opposite affect. In the hands of too many
the Stimpmeter is a grass-killing tool used to satiate emotional
perceptions that somehow fast greens give greater golfer
satisfaction. Scientific studies of customer satisfaction prove
the contrary and lay bare the fact that speed kills.

This soon resulted in a disaster with some Chicago courses
experiencing catastrophic failures of greens a year later. There
was even talk in superintendent circles after that debacle of
demanding a ban of the sale of the Stimpmeter!
Before considering how to gain high green speeds, it is
important to objectively review all the real facts surrounding
green speed.

What do the USGA Study Recommendations Say?
The USGA has continuously studied green speed factors
for decades and the association (along with the RandA)
recommends the following as a reference for what golfers are
actually able to perceive about speed of greens.

Any Idiot Can Make Fast Green Speeds
The Stimpmeter instrument was originally
developed and tested by the USGA solely for the
purpose of helping golf course superintendents
to get all 18 greens on a golf course to be at a
reasonably consistent roll. The device was never
intended to create competitions between golf
courses for who has the ‘fastest’ greens.
For the last 40 years since the common use of
the Stimpmeter spread there have been endless
articles written about this very fact.
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The overwhelming, simple fact is that good golfers are well
satisfied that green speeds are FAST when they are between
2.5 to 3.0 meters on the StimpmeterTM. Independent studies
have repeatedly demonstrated and confirmed these ranges
identified by the USGA.

MYTH – Better Golfers Know Green Speeds Better and
All Want Faster Speed
In 2009 an extensive study was conducted on 29 golf courses
and surveying 448 individual golfers.
This research was done at the University of Connecticut by
Dest, W. M., Guillard, K., Rackliffe, S. L., Chen, M. H., and Wang,
X. and published in 2010 by the Plant Management Network:
www.plantmanagementnetwork.org. These researchers
published a paper entitled “Putting green speeds: A reality
check!” and it can be sourced online: www.green-resource.com
In this study (see fig.1), using objectively blind testing, it was
shown that the ability to estimate green speed (1) showed
very little difference between low and high handicap golfers;
(2) that most golfers greatly underestimate green speed (they
say it is slower than actual) green speed; and that (3) very few
golfers over-estimate (say it is faster than actual) green speed.

MYTH – Higher Green Speeds Provide
Greater Golfer Satisfaction
For the most part, golfer satisfaction does not seem to factually
correlate at all to green speed at slower or faster speeds. Very
likely golfers simply want consistent, smooth ball roll and
speed is simply not that much of a factor. This excellent golfer
satisfaction study (see fig.2) by Dest, Guillard, Rackliffe, Chen, &
Wang concluded the following:

“These results suggest that the typical golfer is
generally satisfied with green speeds regardless of
measured or perceived speed. The presumption is
that as long as conditions are uniform and consistent
from green to green on a course, the majority of
golfers will be content with playing conditions. This
outcome was envisioned as the original goal of the
Stimpmeter, and the primary function of this tool in
guiding the superintendent to produce consistent,
uniform greens throughout the course should be
reemphasized.”

Fig.1

DATA FROOM –
“Putting Green Speeds:
A Reality Check!”
Percentage of golfers whose
rankings of green speed
underestimate, correctly match
and overestimate USGA Regular
play speed categories.

Dr. Milt Engelke in Texas to examine Zoysia
grasses that he is licensing on behalf of
Note that there is insignificant difference between skill levels of
Bladerunner Farms.
golfers when it comes to estimating green speed.
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UNDERESTIMATE

DATA FROM – “Putting Green Speeds: A Reality Check!”

Fig.2
TOO SLOW

SATISFACTORY

TOO FAST

Attaining 3.0+ Meter Green Speeds
The process to get high green speed on golf courses demands
planning and long-term efforts – and, once again, this should
only be done intermittently for brief periods or it will result in
another proof that speed kills.
To be readied for high-speed stress, putting greens must be
prepared with the degree of care and engineering that would
be expected of automotive technicians preparing a Formula
One racecar.
It is essential for an aggressive preparation regime of weekly
nutrient management, of good nitrogen fertility, grooming,
light sand dusting and especially regular ‘venting’ to develop
both good density and depth of rooting – too many look only
at the surface of greens to think they are ready for the race.
The rooting is critically important to watch everyday, because
that is what provides the ability to accept stress and to recover
from over-stress if conditions combined with fast Stimpmeter
readings suddenly begin to deteriorate the greens.

There are times when too many other stresses (such as
high heat, low light, heavy play, continual rain, disease,
etc.) cumulatively impact greens and this is when the
superintendent MUST back off on ‘speed stress’ in order to
preserve the health of the greens. It is said in driving an
automobile that ‘speed kills.’ This is also true on managing
championship putting greens – you have to know when to
back off or death of greens will be assured.

Marketing Considerations Between Clubs and
Golf Courses
Most highly experienced golf course managers know well that
golfers cannot accurately estimate real green speed (within 0.5
meters) – neither low or high handicap golfers. But, of course,
most will emotionally insist that they can, even when they
cannot. So, the quest for ‘green speed’ becomes more of a
marketing ploy than a sound agronomic or factual based effort.
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Today's
Green
Speed

Fig.3

SLOW

FAST

1.4 m

2.6 - 3.0 m

TOUR

TOUR

3.2+ m

MEDIUM
FAST
2.3 - 2.6 m

2.0+ m

TOUR

TOUR

2.0 - 2.6 m

2.9 - 3.2 m

TOUR

2.9 - 2.6 m

MEDIUM
2.0 - 2.3 m

In my personal experience in dealing with the world’s greatest
golfers on the PGA Tour and with the LPGA, I know that most
of them cannot factually tell the difference between 3.3 meters
or 3.7 meters – though most of the world’s top best would
‘generally’ know the difference between 2.7 and 3.3 meters (but
they could not accurately identify a number).
I hope we can soon test this out with professional tour players
as it would help golf courses today combat this misunderstood
quest for speed. In that golfers simply are unable to accurately
distinguish green speed differences of 0.5 meters, I dare say
that most properties arbitrarily say that their greens are “3.0+”
at all times.
Telling customers, members and guest that green speed is 3.0 –
3.+ meters is impossible for most golfers (even very good ones)
to verify.
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MEDIUM
SLOW
1.4 - 2.0 m

The outside circle shows USGA
speeds for Regular Play and the
inside circle titled as “Tour” is for
Championship Play speeds.

I could even wager large sums of money and win 99% of the
time in having any golfer blind test and estimate the precise
Stimpmeter measurement of a green.
Emotionally they will always say they know – but hard facts
show otherwise. At best, only 20% of golfers, in all handicap
skill levels, can accurately group ranges of USGA green
speed categories. They will know Fast and Very Fast, but a
Stimpmeter number is meaningless.

Suggested Use of Data at Your Course
What makes the most sense for informing golf customers and
members about the daily green speed at your club or golf
course? I say keep it simple and recognize what all the data is
telling us.

"Smooth and consistent
are more important
factors to golf customer
and member satisfaction
than some artificial green
speed that is too fast for
most and too risky
for business."
– Jim Prusa

Rather than posting exact Stimpmeter reading I have come to
conclude that the best customer service you can provide is to
simply make up a clock-like, graphic display that follows the
USGA play grouping speeds similar to what is shown in Fig.3.

Those at golf courses who constantly generate pressure to
keep high green speeds exceeding 3.0 meters (or whom are
not wiling to back off of even 3.0 meters when greens are
under other cumulative stress) must also be willing to accept

Most every golfer, however, will accurately know if the roll of
the ball is not smooth and consistent from green to green and
golf course managers will hear about it loudly. Smooth and
consistent are more important factors to golf customer and
member satisfaction than some artificial green speed that is
too fast for most and too risky for business.

that (A) costs of greens’ maintenance will be significantly
more expensive; and that (B) they must accept responsibility
if golf greens experience damage or revenues suffer from
catastrophic turfgrass failure. When it comes to golf greens that
are under stress anywhere in the world, it is an uncontroverted
fact of science that speed kills.
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